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A solution of an isotropic superfluid Fermi liquid in a superfluid Bose liquid is considered in the spirit of
the Landau theory of a Fermi liquid. The three-fluid hydrodynamics of such a solution in the limit wT<l
is derived on the basis of the kinetic equation obtained by Betbeder-Matibet and Nozieres for the fermion
distribution function. The sound solutions of the hydrodynamic equations are obtained and the temperature
dependences of the velocities of the first, second, third and two fourth sounds are investigated at all
temperatures. In the high-frequency limit WT> 1 two sound solutions of the kinetic equation are obtained,
one of which goes over when T> Tc into the zero-sound in a solution of a normal Fermi liquid in a Bose
liquid. All the physical quantities are expressed in terms of the Fermi-liquid constants. The question of the
critical velocities of a solution of a superfluid Fermi liquid in a superfluid Bose liquid is investigated.

PACS numbers: 67.20.

1. INTRODUCTION

superfluid Bose liquid was constructed in the spirit of
the Landau Fermi-liquid theory in[IO]. On the other hand,
In 1972 a phase transition was discovered experimen- the kinetic equation in a pure superfluid Fermi liquid
tally in liquid 3 He at a temperature of the order of a few
was obtained in[ll]. It was found that, in the limit of
millikelvin[l]. Now there can no longer be any doubt that
wave-vectors much smaller than the inverse coherence
this transition is the transition of 3He to a superfluid
length and frequencies much smaller than the size of the
state.
energy gap, this equation is a scalar equation for the
There also exists the possibility of an analoious phase quasi-particle distribution function. A superfluid Fermi
liquid can be described in the framework of a two-fluid
transition in liquid 3He dissolved in superfluid He. The
point is that a liquid solution of 3 He in 4He does not sepa- model, all the thermodynamic quantities of which are expressed in terms of the Fermi-liquid constants of the
rate into pure components, even at absolute zero temperature and normal pressure, for 3 He concentrations up Landau theory. The system of equations obtained in [ll]
to 6% (when the pressure is raised, the concentration can makes it possible to calculate the first-, second- and
fourth-sound velocities in the limit WT« 1 and the
be increased to 10%). In order that 3He dissolved in 4He
become superfluid, Cooper pairing of 3He atoms is neces- zero-sound velocity in the limit WT» 1 in a superfluid
Fermi liquid (cf.[12]).
sary. The possibility of pairing depends on the sign of
A-the scattering amplitude for mutual scattering of 3He
The purpose of the present article is to construct an
atoms dissolved in super fluid 4He at small momentum
analogous theory for a solution of a superfluid Fermi
transfers. If A < 0, the 3 He atoms attract each other and
liquid in a superfluid Bose liquid. By means of the kina phase transition of 3He to a superfluid state occurs at
etic equation and the expression for the energy of the
a certain temperature Tc. The calculations of A and Tc
Fermi quasi-particles, the three-fluid hydrodynamics
are complicated problems. The estimates existing at
is derived in the hydrodynamic regime WT « 1 and the
present mainly lead to an anomalously small value of
velocities of the first, second, third and two fourth
Tc (cf.[2] and the references therein). We shall not be
sounds are calculated. In the collisionless regime exinterested in this question here. In the hope that a solupressions are obtained for the velocities of the two hightion of a superfluid Fermi liquid in a superfluid Bose
frequency sounds, one of which goes over into the orliquid will sometime become available to the experimen- dinary zero sound in a normal Fermi liquid when T > T c.
talists, we shall construct a semi-microscopic theory
All physical quantities are expressed in terms of the
of such a solution, in the spirit of the Landau FermiFermi-liquid constants.
liquid theory.
The following assumptions have been used in the paper.
A system of hydrodynamic equations for a solution of
We have assumed that the pairing of 3He atoms dissolved
two superfluid liquids was first obtained from phenomeno- in 4He occurs in the s-state, and have considered the
logical considerations in[3] (cf. also[4], where these equa- case of an isotropic superfluid liquid. Also, in all the caltions are derived from the equations of motion for the
culations we have made use of the smallness of the ratio
anomalous averages). The propagation of the sounds in
Tc l EF, without stipulating this specifically. In addition,
such a solution was studied inr5-7l. Unlike the usual hywe have neglected the contribution of excitations of the
drodynamics of a superfluid liquid, the hydrodynamics
Bose type, such as the phonons (in accordance with
of a solution of two superfluid liquids was found to be a
Goldstone;s theorem, there are two phonon branches in
three-velocity hydrodynamics, Le., in such a solution
the solution untler consideration) and rotons. The contrithere are two superfluid flows, with velocities vs1' vs2,
bution of the latter to the thermodynamic quantities is
and one normal flow, with velocity vn. As shown in[S,9]
exponentially small for T 'S, T c , while the contribution
the presence of two independent condensate phases and,
of the phonons, as we shall see, becomes important only
correspondingly, of two superfluid velocities, follows
when T « Tc' We shall confine ourselves to a qualitafrom the particle-number conservation laws for each of
tive study of this region, although it is also not difficult
the components of the solution taken separately.
to do exact calculations using the kinetic equation for
the phonons.
A theory of a solution of a normal Fermi liquid in a
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2. THE SYSTEM OF EOUATIONS

The system of equations for a mixture of two superfluid liquids consists of the kinetic equation (cf.[ll]) for
the distribution function vk of the excitations
avo {jE. _ avo aE. = l{v}

aVk

at

ar ok

+

ok ar

'

(2.1)

the momentum of the excitation in a coordinate frame
moving with velocity Vsl. We shall also regard the distribution function np as a function of k, Le., we make the
replacement nk+llhV 1 = fik' Changing to the momentum
kin (2.9), we obtain 'in the approximation linear in vsl
and vs2:

L, t•.• ·(il.·-nk·O);

e.=H.+m,v,,=e.' (p,) -I',m,+kw+

the two continuity equations
ap,/8t+Vj,=o,

(2.2)

(2.11)

(2.3)

The distribution function fi of the normal Fermi
quaSi-particles is expressed in terms of the distribution
function v of the superfluid quasi-particles by means of
the Bogolyubov transformation:

and the two equations of the superfluid flows (in the approximation linear in the velocities)
(2.4)

(2.12)

(2.5)
In these equations and everywhere belOW, the index 1

refers to the Fermi component and the index 2 to the
Bose component of the solution.
In order that the system (2.1)- (2.5) be closed, it is
necessary to express the quasi-particle energy Ek'
the fluxes jl and h, and the chemical potentials III and
[1.2 in terms of the basic variables PI, P2, vsl' vs2 and
vk'
As in(I1], we shall assume that the quasi-particles of
the superfluid Fermi liquid are formed from quasiparticles of the normal Fermi liquid with a spectrum
Ek that is unaffected by the superfluid transition by virtue of the smallness of Tc/EF. Therefore, the quasiparticle energy Ek is expressed in terms of Ek by
Ek=
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where X varies from 1 to 0 as the temperature varies
from 0 to Tco

(2.7)

The variation /ill l of the chemical potential can be
expressed in terms of the basic variables by means of
the relation

E

2'

•

1-2\'.

(2.8)

(6.'-r"\')·'

To calculate Ek we shall make use of a result of the
paper (10], in which an expression was obtained for the
energy Hp of the Fermi excitations in a solution of a normal Fermi liquid in a superfluid Bose liquid in the case
when the Bose liquid flows with the superfluid velocity
vs2:
H.=e,'(p,) -m,J.!,+pv.,

v .--

satisfies the equation

A
1---

Eqs. (2.6)- (2.8), (2.10) and (2.12) enable us to obtain,
in the linear apprOXimation, the relation between the
deviation oEk of the Fermi quasi-particle energy from
its equilibrium value and 0[1.1, OP2, /iVk, Vsl and vs2:
"E 6' m,6~1,-(aE.o;Up,)6p, "
6v.·+6\,_.,

(2.6)

In the following we shall use the notation

The order parameter

(2.10)

"

{tt- :~ (1 + ~I)] + E t.,· (np·-n,·')

For the total flux j and the Fermi-particle flux it we
have the following expressions:
. .,.
+
,~ k. ~ aE.
J=JI;j:!=P'V.' 1 p:::y~:! T £..J "Ilk,
JI = l..J ~iIk'

•
which, in the basic variables, are written in the form
j=P,\',,+P2\"'+

r.

k6\' •.

k

(2.9)

(2.17)

m'E

j,=p,w+k6\'k.
(2.18)
m'
•
Here n is the distribution function of the normal Fermi
It remains for us to find an expression for 6 1l2. Since
quasi-8articles and np is the equilibrium Fermi distribu- -5 )1.2 does not depend on Vsl> v 2 in the linear apprOximas
tion at T = OK. The F'ermi-liquid parameters are detion, to calculate it it is sufficient to make use of the
fined in the usual way:
expression for the total energy of the system for Vsl
= vs2 = 0:
F(6)=;V,,!(6)= EF,P,(cosO),
p'

I

E=E,(p,) +

where NF =PFm*/1T2 is the density of states at the Fermi
surface, m * is the effective mass of a Fermi excitation, Hence
defined by the equality 1lEo/8p = p/m*, cos e = p 'P/PF
and the Pl(cOS e) are Legendre polynomials.

L,e.O(P2) (n.-nk") + -}
k

r. t.,.,

(nk-n.') (n.'-n.,(').

k,k'

(2.19 )
Inasmuch as the Fermi particles participate in superfluid flow with velocity vsl> it is necessary to define the Thus, Eqs. (2.1)- (2.5) together with (2.13) and (2.16)excitation energy (2.9) in the laboratory coordinate frame (2.19) form a closed system of equations for the basic
but as a function of the momentum k = P -mlvs l, i.e., of variables.
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p.m'

3. THE HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS
In the low-frequency regime

I the quasi-par-

W T«

ticle distribution function "k(r ,t) in the vicinity of any
point is the local equilibrium distribution function, i.e.,
it depends on the local energy, the temperature and the
velocity vn of the normal component. Therefore for
<S"k we can immediately write

av.' ( fJE.-kv.-E.fJT) ,
fJv.=aE.

E.) .

1 (
v. o="2
1- th '2T

(3.2)

cp varies from 0 to 1 as T varies from 0 K to T c.

Substituting (3.9) into (2.17) and (2.18), we obtain
j.=p,.v,.+Il,V,,+pn'Vn,

( F.m.

)

~,
L1' ~ (}\'.'
+k w+ - - .""'" k fJv.· - -.-""'" - .
3p,m •.
lIi F y,E. k' E.,

j,=Il.v,,+p.,v.,+pn,Vn.

(3.11)

The coefficients multiplying the velocities satisfy the
relations

Since <S"k has only two spherical harmonics in the hydrodynamic limit (the others are small in the parameter
and are equal to
"-1T « 1), the expression fo~ <SEk is substantially simplim.'
fied, since it now also contains only the two spherical
p&t=-.N&t,
mo
harmonics of the function f =fo + flcos (J and the others
vanish on integration over the angles. Using (2.13}-(2.16),
pn,=m,(N,-N .. ),
we obtain
(3.3)

(3.9)
(3.10 )

(3.1)

T

<p

P=(vn-w)---m, 1+<pF./3'

(3.12)

(3.13)
pn'= (m,"-m,) (N,-N.,);

Ns1 has the meaning of the density of superfluid Fermi
particles and is equal to
N.,=N, (1-<p) I (1 +<pF,!3).

(3.14)

The expressions (3.1)- (3.3) enables us to change from
the initial set of basic variables PI, P2, "k, vs1, vs2 to
the set of hydrodynamic variables PI, P2, vsl> vs2, vn, T.

It can be seen from the expressions (3.11) that the
flux of each component is a linear combination of the
two sURerfluid velocities. This fact, unremarked in the
papers[3-7] and first pointed out by Andreev and BashThe behavior of a solution of two super fluid liquids
kin[13 1, does not contradict, as might appear at first
in the low-frequency regime is described by a system of
sight, the well-known statement of Landau and Pomersix hydrodynamic equations, of which four are Eqs.
anchuk[14] that impurity atoms are not dragged along by
(2.2)- (2.5) and the other two-the equations for the mothe superfluid flow of particles of the other component.
mentum j and the entropy density &-are obtained in the
In fact, for T> T c ' according to the statement of Lanstandard way from the kinetic equation (2.1), with the
dau and Pomeranchuk, the fermions move only with the
aid of (3.1):
normal velocity h =PIVn' The bosons take part both in
aj
as
the superfluid flow with velocity vs2 and in the normal
(3.4)
aT+VP=o, . Tt+V(Svn)=o.
flow, since part of their mass (mt - ml) forms the "fur
. coat" of the Fermi particles:
The pressure p is determined fr~m the thermodynamic
identity
j,= [p2- (mo'-m,) N,]v,,+ (mo'-m,) N,v ...

(3.5)
and J.il, fJ.2 and S are functions of PI, P2 and T:

. us.

1 ~
{Jv. O
SF s~
S=-k-s.-=-3T
uk
{JE.
T

.

OV
dH'-'

ult.

<:lit.

(lit.

ap.

dp,

aT

= 0, then h = (P2 -

(mt - ml)N I )vs 2'

Now suppose that T :::: Tc; we require that the flux
of Fermi particles be equal to zero:

O

oE '

-~

If h

6It,=-op.+-fJp,+-oT,
{JP.
dp,
(j T
Cilt,
aIt,
aIt,
fJlt,=-fJp.+-,-6p,+-fJT.

(3.6)

j,=p.,v,,+Il,v.'+Pn'vn=O,

and then
(3.7)

We shall write out expressions for the derivatives
of the chemical potentials with respect to the thermodynamic variables, which are obtained from (2.16) and
(2.19) using (3.1):

j,=

(r,,- K)
v.,+ (Pn,- P'Pn,) v".
p.,
r"

Using the expressions (3.13), we obtain the same result
for h as when T> Tc:
j,=[p,- (m,·-m,)N,]v".

(3.15)

This means that Fermi particles are not dragged along
by the superfluid flux of Bose particles, and vice versa.
We note that it is possible to obtain expressions for
and Ps2 appearing in (3.11) without turning to a
microscopic treatment, by requiring that the following
conditions be fulfilled: 1) for h = 0 the flux of Bose particles does not depend on the presence of superfluidity
of the Fermi component and is given by the expression
(3.15), i.e., that part of the boson density that does not
appear in the "jacket" of the Fermi particles takes
part in this flux; 2) the mass conservation law (3.12)
should be fulfilled; 3) Pn 1 is equal to the density of normal fermions ml(N l - Ns1 ); 4) Pn 2 is equal to the mass

Ps, Ps1

Of the quantities appearing in the system of hydrodynamiC equations, it only remains for us to obtain expressions for the currents hand j2' We first find the
momentum carried by the excitations:

F,m.)

~
'\' ov.' (
p= """,k6v.= ""'" k - kw-kvn + - - . kP .
•
•
(jE.
3p.m

Hence
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(m~ -m1)(N1 - Ns l) of the "boson-jacket" moving together with the normal fermions.

4. HYDRODYNAMIC SOUNDS

We shall seek a solution of the system (2.2)- (2.5),
(3.4) in the form of a plane wave in which all quantities
vary like exp[ -iw(t-x/u)], where u is the sound velocity. In this case the hydrodynamic equations are written in the form
u6p,=p ..V.,+1l.V,,+pn'V., u6p,=1l.V.,+p.,v.,+p.,v.,
uv .. -6f,1., uv.,=61l" u6S=Sv ..
u[ (p •• +ll.) v.,+ (P.,+ll.)v.,+p.v.) =6p,

(4.1)

whel;e Pn = Pn l + Pn2. The expressions for Op, Ii J1.1 and
15J1.2 are given by formulas (3.5)- (3.7).
Eliminating the velocities vsl, vs 2 and vn from (4.1),
we obtain a system of three linear homogeneous equations for IiP1, I5pz and liT. The condition for compatibility
of these equations is that their determinant be equal to
zero, and this condition will be the dispersion equation
for the sound velocity. It is a third-order algebraic
equation for u Z • We shall find it convenient to write the
dispersion equation immediately in a form in which it
can be seen easily that it factorizes (to within terms
that are small in the parameter T/EF compared with the
terms appearing in the product) into a product of a quadratic and a linear equation:
UIl;
dp,

.,

AH--ll-

(4.2)

"'" d""
B ; 1~-- -1 -T""llr
" ll ,

u'pm'
Fo=Fo-3a,' -'-,-'-,
VF P2ml

Equation (4.5) gives the velocity of propagation of
the temperature oscUlations:
(4.10)
In the case when we take into account only the contribu-

tion of the Fermi excitations to the normal denSities, by
making use of the formulas (3.13) and (3.14) we can rewrite this expression in the form
u,'= _N.,-,.,_S'_f}_T_/f}_S_
N, (N,-.V.,) Ill,;

m,(l-q:) S'!.!.
1Il'q:p,
as

The velocity 113 corresponds to the velocity of second
sound in the case of a one-component superfluid liquid.
Of course, the oscillations of the temperature and densities are coupled, but this coupling is small by virtue
of the smallness in the parameter T/EF of the terms
that we discarded in the determinant. This fact is wellknown in the case of an ordinary one-component superfluid liquid, in which the decoupling of the first- and
second-sound waves occurs by virtue of the small magnitude of the thermal-broadening coefficient.
It follows from (4.10) that, as T - T c ' U3 goes to
zero like

0 .(1
(I~l)' ,,,. "Ii
-:
i k --,,,-'

I

p,+-pn' p.,

(4.9)

The expressions (4.7) and (4.8) coincide with those
for the velocities of the first and second sound in a solution of a normal Fermi liquid in a superfluid Bose liquid[10]. ThUS, we see that, in the approximation T/EF
« 1 under conSideration, the transition of the Fermi
liquid to the superfluid state has no effect on these
sounds. The first sound corresponds to oscillations of
the density of the Bose component of the solution and
the second to density oscillations of the Fermi component.
We emphasize that this separation is possible only in the
limit P1 « Pz, when U1 » Uz,

Summation is performed over repeated indices. The
matrix
Pn"
PHT-

m,p, all,
a,=---,
m'u,' i1p,

Ua

,--L',.--.'.'\'''(T<)'
AI

FF

'J

At low temperatures we have u~ ~ vF(T/EF)2. Finally,
in the region of extremely low temperatures, when the
p., P·T-entropy
Sph ~ (T /U2)3 associated with the phonons of the
p.
.
p.
sound propagating with velocity U2 (U2« U1 for P1 « p2)
The elements of the first two rows of the determinant
becomes greater than the entropy Sf ~m1PFT-lI'Z8/2e-~/rr
(4.2) are of the same order in the temperature, and the
of the Fermi excitations, we have U3 ~ u~/3.
first two elements of the third row, for any T, are small
The propagation of sounds in a solution of two supercompared with the last element of this row by virtue of
the smallness of T/EF' They can, therefore, be neglected, fluid liquids was first studied in[5]. However, inasmuch
as the contribution of the second-sound quanta to the
and Eq. (4.2) decomposes into two equations:
entropy was not taken into account in this paper (only
Ii f,ll
(4.4)
the contribution from the first sound was considered),
det ( A,,-.
--u, 6" ) =0,
dp,
the expressions obtained in[5] do not apply in the phonon
region of temperatures. For higher temperatures and
u'= S' ~(I-(A-')"P.,P.,).
(4.5)
p. as
p..
,01 « P2, they can be obtained from our results if we
put Ps equal to zero in (4.7), (4.8) and (4.10) (cf. alsO[13]).
Equation (4.4) determines the sound velocities U1 and U2:
A speCific property of a superfluid liquid is the pre(4.6)
sence of fourth sound, which consists of oscillations of
the superfluid density in conditions when the normal
Coupled oscillations of the densities P1 and P2 propacomponent is at rest: vn = 0, Le., when the depth of pengate with the velocities U1 and U2. In the limit of low
etration of the viscosity wave is greater than the dimenconcentration we have
sions of the vessel. In the case of a solution of two superfluid liquids there will naturally be two fourth sounds.
(4.7)
Using (3.5)- (3.7), from Eqs. (4.1) we obtain for vn = 0
( 4.8)
a system of three linear homogeneous equations. The
condition for compatibility of this system gives us the
where Fo is defined in the same way as in[10]:
dispersion equation
A- (
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U'-U'A"'~+det(A"'~)
=0.
ap,
ap.

(4.11)

Here,
A'=

(P., 11.) .
11. p..

It can be seen from Eqs. (4.11) and (4.4) that when
T - 0 the velocities u4 and u4' of the two fourth sounds
coincide, respectively, with the velocities UI and U2 of
the first and second sounds. An analogous result was
obtained in[6] without taking terms of the type tis into
account when PI « P2. As T - Tc the velocity u4' vanishes, as we should expect (cf. (4.11», and the velocity
u4 goes over into the velocity of fourth sound in a solution of a normal Fermi liquid in a superfluid Bose liquid.

5. HIGH-FREQUENCY SOUNDS

av'

(5.1)

6v=- faI-q fJEliJk fJE M.

For simplicity we shall assume that the Fermi-liquid
function F(e) contains only the two first harmonics, i.e.,
F(B) = Fo + Flcos 8. Then the expression (3.3) holds for
6E. By means of Eqs. (2.2)- (2.5) and (2.16)- (2.19) we
eliminate the variables OPI, 6P2,O)J.I, vs1 and vs2 from
(3.3) and obtain the following dependence of I5E on ~,,:
1 --1 ---u)(,(kn)
N,
)] ~-6v.'
~
6E.=N,.,. E"
E. N,
o' Eo'

[6' (6'

6"

1 [ 1" ( ---u)(,(kn)
60 N,
) --;-(kn)
1
]~
~ (k,n)6v.',
+N,

E.

m

N,

( 5.2)

'"

where

'"

-1-1
u'-II. 1I,'(1+:F.l3) (1 +F.)
1 - -)(,-)(,
'I. II,' (1+F';3)

and, substituting this into (5.4), we have, after straightforward transformations, the following dispersion equation:

where s = u/VF.
Inasmuch as the quantities 'I1i depend on u in a complicated way (cf. (5.5», it is difficult to obtain the dependence u(T) in the whole temperature region 05 T 5 Tc.
ThereforJlt we shall consider only the limiting cases.
For e-t:..j'l «: 1 the velocity u, as we have already seen,
tends to U2(0). In the other limiting case (T - T f ), the
right-hand side of Eq. (5.7) becomes equal to w- (s),
where'
,
,+1

~ v/ (1 +

2

u=lJ)!q,

"1-'- (1-)(') -)(,(1"-1','(0»

i) [K' - :.

(u'-u,'(O»

(5.3)

(P.,(O)-II.'(O)/p.. (0» ]}

_I,

Here, Ul(O), U2(0), Ps(O), psl(O) andps2(0) are the values
of the first- and second-sound velocities and superfluid
densities at T =0.
The condition for compatibility of Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2)
gives the dispersion equation for u:

h)l'-1).1).) (t,t.-t,·) +1).t'+1).t.-21).t.-l,

(5.4)

where
. 1·

I'

__

-I

1)'-2 I ~ dl1

iJv' (~"IE)'
iJE u/v,-I16/E

f~ I dl1
~ 1).=2
1

-

_eo

,

._t

{}' ~11'IE
v
,
iJE UIIl,-I16/E

(5.5)

(5.6)

We shall first consider Eq. (5.4) for T _ O. All the
'I1i tend to zero, inasmlAch as they contain the rapidly decreasing function e-.:¥T, and, therefore, Eq. (5.4) can
be satisfied only when 'Y - co. Since we shall have X - 1
as T - 0, the function 'Y, as can be seen from (5.3), becomes infinite when u = UI(O) and when u = U2(0). Consequently, for T - 0 there are two high-frequency sounds,
346

In order to elucidate the temperature dependence of
the second high-frequency sound, we make use of the
(P28J..1.d8P2)1I2. Then
fact that its velocity u ~ vF «: U
from (5.3) we obtain for y the expression

w(s)--ln--1,

n=qlq,

x {

We shall elucidate how the velocities of these highfrequency sounds vary as the temperature is raised.
For Simplicity, we shall consider the case of a low concentration of the Fermi component (PI « P2)' It is easy
to show that in the limit of low concentration the ve locity
of one of the sounds coincides with UI' This fact is explained by the fact that in a pure superfluid Bose liquid
the velocities of the high-frequency sound and of the
hydrodynamic sound coincide to within terms (T/m2J..1.2)\
which, by virtue of the smallness of TC/m2J..1.2, we do not
take into account.

j

In the high-frequency region WT» 1 we can neglect
the collision integral in the kinetic equation (2.1). GOing
over to the q,w-representation in (2.1), we obtain the following expression for the deviation 6"k(q,w) of the distribution fwction from its equilibrium value:
qaElak

the velocities of which coincide with the first- and second-sound velocities.
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and, therefore, Eq. (5.7) goes over into the equation for
ordinary zero sound in a solution of a normal Fermi
liquid in a superfluid Bose liquid (cf.[lOl):

(

1-10(8) F.+

"P)

HFI~3 =0.

(5.8)

Thus, as the temperature is raised from 0 to T c the
velocity of the second high-frequency sound varies
from U2 tothe zero-sound velOCity uo, if the latter sound
exists (i.e., if Eq. (5.8) has a solution). An analogous result was obtained in[1'lf for a pure superfiuid Fermi liquid.
The qualitative temperature dependences of the sound
velocities obtained in this paper are given in the Figure.
The velocity of the second high-frequency sound is denoted by uo.

6. CRITICAL VELOCITIES
In deriving the hydrodynamic equations we used the
fact that the deviation 1> t:.. of the order parameter from
its equilibrium value is small, i.e., 1>t:../ t:. « 1. To fulfill this condition we assumed that the velocities of the
relative motions in the solution (vs l - vn and Vs2 -vn)
are small compared with t:./PF' It is also possible, however, to obtain hydrodynamic equations for the case when
the relative velocities in the solution are comparable
with t:../PF' For this it is necessary to write equations
G, E. Volovik It ai,
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As the order parameter /!;. vanishes, so too do Ps 1
and Ps, i.e., the superfiuidity of the Fermi component in
the solution disappears.
We note that there is also a region of velocities
v" (T) <v<v,(T),

not for Vs 1, Vs2 and vn but for their deviations OVsi
= vsi - v~iand c5vn = vn - v~ from their equilibrium values, in which case, in order to fulfil the condition I) t:./t:.
« 1, we should require that OVsi « V~i and OVn ~ v~.
Then all the coefficients in tile hydrodynamic equations
will depend on V~l -v~ and V~2 -v~. This dependence is
important for the quantities Psi' Pnt. Ps and S directly
related to the order parameter t:., and unimportant for
the other quantities by virtue of the smallness of t:./PF
« vF'
The dependence of the order parameter t:. on the
velocities can be found by substituting the equilibrium
distribution function of the Fermi quasi-particles:

in which the energy gap in the Fermi-excitation s~c
trum is equal to zero while the order parameter t:. is
nonzero. In this region the superfluidity of the Fermi
component is not destroyed. This case corresponds to
gapless superconductivity in superconductors. The quantity vc1 (T) is determined from the equation
,l (T, V" (T»

=pFv" (T)

and varies from t:.(O,O)/PF at T

°

=

to zero at T

=Tc'
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